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FOREWORD
I am delighted to introduce our new strategic plan and urge all of our stakeholders
– students, staff, faculty, alumni and the wider communities we serve – to
recognise and champion our clarity of vision and invigorated mission to be a
modern, civic responsibility university in the central of Greater Mekong Suregion.
The process of formulating this new strategy has given the university the
opportunity to take stock of the many successes arising from the 2017–2021
strategic plan. Whatever we do going forward, we do from a position of strength,
and NPU’s unique brand of leadership, confidence and ingenuity will enable us to
transform the challenges that lie ahead into new and exciting opportunities for
success.
NPU’s early history shows that visionary thinking can drive intellectual, social and
economic change locally and in particular the central of Greater Mekong
Subregion. This strategy will undoubtedly carry NPU forward with equal vigour and
momentum over the next five years.
This ambitious strategic plan creates the framework that NPU needs to realise its
potential and better fulfil its mission. With the collaboration of our talented staffs,
students, alumni, friends, and supporters, I am confident that the aims outlined in
this plan will soon be translated into new milestones and successes of which we
can all be proud.
Asst. Prof. Sangkom Pumipantu
President

I join our president in my own introduction to our new strategic plan (2017–2021)
and would like to thank him for his tremendous commitment and support for
Nakhon Phanom University. To have such a blue pint for the next five years has
been enormously important for our staff and for our students in demonstrating the
calibre of individuals who accompany this University as we progress with our
plans and seek to build upon the achievements we have made to date.
Our President, our Board of Governors, our Fellowship community and our
partners and supporters across the region are the bedrock of our ambition. We
have a hugely talented and committed staff, student and alumni body without
them we cannot succeed.
It is the very essence of being a modern, civic responsibility university, to be
connected; in the city to the communities we serve; to the businesses and
organisations with whom we engage and further afield to our international
partners who share our values and passion for transformation through education.
In recent years, we have encountered a challenging external climate. It is obvious
that patterns of demand are changing, competition is increasing, and the funding
landscape is becoming more constrained. Yet this is also a moment of
opportunity, one which will reward imagination, tenacity, relevance and conviction.
We operate in a challenging and exciting world, and as an anchor institution in
this great city of Nakhon Phanom and the central of Greater Mekong Subregion,
we will continue to invest to support the realisation of our ambition to raise
aspiration and enable scholarship to flourish.
Education is a core engine of change and we will continue to provide all of our
students with an exceptional experience and encourage our staff to push the
boundaries of their professional and academic disciplines so that we will be well–
positioned, be ready and be able to strive for succeed in a fast–developing
environment and a world of endless possibility and potential.
Asst. Prof. Wanchai Soomleg, Dean of Science
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OUR

CITY

NAKHON PHANOM
a province in northeastern Thailand, bordering Laos to the east over the
Mekong River. It’s known for the huge, ornate Wat Phra That Phanom
temple, a significant religious site said to contain the Buddha’s
breastbone.

Lively City, Economic Gateway to ASEAN and Southern - Eastern China
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OUR

CITY

NAKHON PHANOM
SPECIAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE
(NP SEZ)
Nakhon Phanom Special Economic Development Zone’s
Positioning (According to the vision of the Province)
• We will be the World’s Organic Food Kitchen.
• We will be the “New Center of Business and Investment” of
“3,400 million customers” in the Region.
• We will be one of the top livable tourist attraction province that
“Tourist from all over the world” want to visit mostly.

R8: Beauty of the Far East
Nakhon Phanom – Laos - Viet Nam - China
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OUR

CITY

NAKHON PHANOM
COMPETENCIES & OPPOTUNITIES
WHY NAKHON PHANOM:
•A channel for cross-border trade to Vietnam and Southern
China,
due to a Friendship Bridge 3 (Nakhon Phanom-Khammouane)
which connect R8 and R12 routes
•The development plan for railway to the Friendship Bridge 3
(Nakhon Phanom-Khammouane) Route: ( Ban Pai-Nakhon
Phanom)
•Air transport is available via Nakhon Phanom Airport
•Perfect view of Mekong River, which is suitable for tourism and
development of residential area
•Production hub of quality agro- products i.e. rice, rubber tree,
cassava and pineapple

R8: Beauty of the Far East
Nakhon Phanom – Laos - Viet Nam - China
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Top 3 of the most valuable production categories in Nakhon Phanom in
2014
1.Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry fields which had were valued around
6,005 million Baht or 26.39 %
2.Education field which was valued around 4,354 million Baht
or 19.13 %
3.Wholesale, Retail, Vehicle repair and General repair fields which were
valued around 2.149 million Baht or 9.44 %
STRATEGC
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OUR

CITY

NAKHON PHANOM
GREATER MEKONG SUBREGION

A Perfect view of Mekong River
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OUR

NAKHON PHANOM
UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY (NPU)

CONNECTED THE GMS
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NPU: BUILDING ON
SOLID FOUNDATIONS
Nakhon Phanom University (NPU)
was founded in the province in the
Mekong River valley, 2005. This
initially small institution
revolutionisde education in
Nakhon Phanom province and
provided opportunities for the local
people in the upper Northeastern
region of Thailand. Nakhon
Phanom University was
established by combining the
existing tertiary schools of Nakhon
Phanom province, Nakhon
Phanom Rajabhat University,
Nakhon Phanom Technical
College, Nakhon Phanom College
of Agriculture and Technology,
Thatphanom Community
Education College, Nawa
Community Education College,
and Boromarjonani College of
Nursing.

Thus Nakhon Phanom University is
different from other new universities
in that it continues the existing
functions of the combined
institutions. It provides academic
training at the vocational, higher
vocational, undergraduate and
graduate levels. The most
remarkable feature of its history is
the coming together of a wide
collection of institutions and their
associated academic subjects. it
envisaged the transformation first of
individuals and then through them, of
communities, cities and the region.
Our vision to be a modern, civic
responsibility institution reflects our
ongoing commitment to the
transforming power of education,
and to the themes of innovation,
aspiration and inspiration that have
echoed across the last 10 years.

Source for quoteabove: ‘A Historyof the Liverpool InstituteSchools , 1825-1935’, Herbert J. Tiffen (LIOBA, 1935), p.14.]
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OUR

VISION

TO BE A MODERN, CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY INSTITUTION
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT IN THE CENTRAL OF GMS
AS A MODERN, CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY INSTITUTION,
WE SET THE FO LLOWING AS OUR GOALS:
To serve our people and communities,athome and further afield.
To enrich the livesofthose weworkwith.
To actasan anchor institution in the city and central of Greater MekongSubregion

A cold Cowra morning bore witness to
the completion of many months of
negotiations and meetings as Cowra
flight school, Fly Oz, signed a
significant formal agreement with
Thailand’s Nakhon Phanom University
to become the University’sAustralian
flight training facility. The first of the
Thai students to complete their
education with Fly Oz will arrive in
Cowra later in 2017.
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OUR

FACULTY SCIENCE

CENTRAL LABORATORY AND LEARNING
CENTRE ON THE HILL SITE CAMPUS
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OUR

VISION
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TO BEACENTRE OF RESEARCHAND
INNOVATIVE AND KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
AND EXCHANGETOSOCIETY.
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OUR

VALUES
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SMART

CREATIVITY

We strive for the highest
standards in everything we do.

We believe in the power of
Education. We think creatively
about new ways to do things.

INTREGITY

PARTNERSHIP

LEADERSHIP

COMMUNITY

We believe that by working
together in partnership we
can achieve strong and lasting
results.

We believe in leading the way,
challenging convention and
breaking new ground.

We believe in the power of
sharing expertise, and of people
coming together with a common
purpose.

We protect the integrity of our
science by upholding the
highest standards of practice,
as detailed in our procedures
across social, cultural and
economic boundaries with an
entrepreneurial spirit.
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OUR

GOALS FOR
THE FUTURE
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TO MOBILISE SCIENCE CURRICULA MORE RESPONSIVE
TO A FAST-DEVELOPING ENVIRONMENT AND THE
NEEDS OF MODERN ECONOMY.
WE SET THE FOLLOWING AS OUR GOALS:
To serve our people and communities, at home and further afield.
To enrich the lives of those we work with.
To act as an anchor of Science Faculty in the Central of Greater
Mekong Subregion
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OUTSTANDING
STUDENT
EXPERIENCE
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A COMMITMENT TO
UNLOCKING THEPOTENTIALOFALL OUR
STUDENTS AND HELPING THEM
DEVELOP INTO CREATIVELYTHINKERS
AND SOCIAL ENGAGED CITIZENS.
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EXCELLENCE
IN STEM
EDUCATION
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FOSTERINGALEARNINGCULTURE
THATTRANSFORMSSTUDENTS
INTOSOUGHT-AFTERGRADUATES
AND TALENTED PROFESSIONALS.
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IMPACTFUL
RESEARCH AND
SCHOLARSHIP
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CREATINGA FACULTY ENGAGED
IN RECOGNISED RESEARCHAND
SCHOLARSHIP ACROSSALL
ACADEMIC DISCIPLINES.
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RESEARCH
AND DISCOVERY
Research and scholarship underpin our
strategy as a whole, being vital to the
currency and quality of the education
we offer, and providing the conditions
for innovative knowledge transfer and
exchange to society.
Our staffs are already counted amongst one
of the recognised-researcher internationally
in our strongest research areas.
Microbiology in the last five years have been
amongst the most highly cited worldwide.
Physics publications are also in the last five
years have been amongst the one of the
most highly-cited worldwide.
These and other research teams make an
outstanding contribution to their fields with
research of exceptional quality and
influence, and we are ambitious for their
future reach and impact. We aspire to
embed high-quality research and
scholarship across our academic area.
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A vibrant learning culture and inspirational
education depend upon exposure to
the frontiers of a discipline, and we
are committed to ensuring that each
of our students will receives an
education shaped by knowledge at
the forefront of professional and high
standard practice and by academic
research.
Research at a ‘modern, civic
responsibility institution must also deliver
tangible benefits for the economy and
society, and initiatives.
Our core research themes, aligned with
our outward-facing ethos, and Thailand
4.0, are characterised by wide application
and demonstrable relevance, and as
such, they have scope to speak
to each other and address the challenges
we face today.
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CIVIC AND
SOCIAL
ENGAGEMENT
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BECOMING ATRULY CONNECTED
UNIVERSITYBOTH AT HOME AND
THE CENTRAL OF GREATER
MEKONG SUBREGION AND
WITH THE WORLD.
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BUILDING CONNECTIONS
AND COLLABORATIONS.
NPU is an intrinsically connected
institution. Our applied research base,
our focus on learning for life and our
position as a linchpin institution in the
City of Nakhon Phanom embed
engagement across our activities,
building relationships that enrich and
transform the lives of individuals and
communities. We have a deep and
enduring commitment to our local
connections and collaborations, and
ambitions to further develop the
exciting range of alliances we have
forged across the Greater Mekong
Subregion.
We will build upon successes secured over
the past five years, which have seen the
University achieve an increasing integration
into the life and landscape of the city, and
the development of signature collaborations
at home and abroad. Our unique models
of engagement with arts and cultural
partners have drawn the city and academy
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into deeper dialogue; our involvement in
the STEM Centre (Government-funded
Catapult) has provided a science-based
curricula more responsive to the needs
of the modern economy, increase the
effectiveness of the methods of
learning and develop training program
focused on enhancing skills appropriate
to modern methods of teaching and
learning. In addition, our distinctive
growing links across the Greater Mekong
Subregion are building authentic global
perspectives into our education offer.
We are also committed to engaging with
our local communities. Our belief in the
transformative power of education and
our capacity to make a difference
compel us to respond. We are
committed to raising the educational
outcomes, aspirations and life chances
of young people in disadvantaged parts
of the region, and the communities from
which they come: this is a core
expression of our ‘modern, civic
responsibility’ identity.
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BUILTENVIRONMENT
AND ENABLERS
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INVESTINGINPEOPLEAND PLACES
TO CREATEAN ENVIRONMENT
WHERE EVERYONE CAN SUCCEED
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INVESTING IN
PEOPLE AND PLACES
In order to achieve to our academic goals next phase of the plan, we require a builtenvironment in which our people can thrive as a happy workplace. Our staffs are our principal
asset, and hold the key to the delivery of our strategic plan. As such it is imperative that we
attract, retain and reward the right people; that we value, engage and empower them; that we
nurture them to reach their potential, and that we build a culture and community that exemplify
our values.
A second key resource is our estate, and our ambitious, transformative estate development
strategy will see us invest more lum sum over the period of this strategic plan to create a
coherent and connected University estate, with a clear identity, academic focus and external
outlook. Physically and conceptually at the heart of this strategy will sit the new expaning Hill
site campus, positioned in the centre of Nakhon Phanom city estate, standing at the gateway
to the Knowledge Centre, connect with the GMS and blending academic spaces with public
realm.
Investment in our estate and other strategic priorities will require a sustainable financial plan in a
rapidly challenging external climate. We are committed to exploiting our current financial
strength to leverage the maximum strategic and reputational return for the University, and to
sustain our position through the generation of income across a balanced portfolio of revenue
streams and through the careful management of costs.
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OUR

TODAY AIMS

TO BEACENTRE OF RESEARCHAND
INNOVATIVE AND KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
AND EXCHANGETOSOCIETY.

we are looking for partner university, identify their main
objectives which the seek to achievement of
internationalization.
A partner aim to share research and innovation challenges
in relevance to social welfare and economic development
especially for significantly development with Greater
Mekong Subregion and/or aligned with Thailand 4.0
policy.
UK institution where offer a taught course in master or
research in PhD in Biotechnology and innovation.
11/ / STRATEGC
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OUR
TNE PROGRAMME

TO BEACENTRE OF RESEARCHAND
INNOVATIVE AND KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
AND EXCHANGETOSOCIETY.

1. Name of proposed programme: Master of Science Programme
in Biotechnology & Bioinnovation
Name of Degree:
Master of Science
(Biotechnology & Bio-innovation/sustainable development/Biobusiness); M.Sc. (Biotechnology & Bioinovation)
Two years (at least 32 credits)

Diets

• Traditional diets
• refined diets; sugar, fat, oil and meat

• Greenhouse gas emision from

2. Name of proposed programme: Doctor of Philosophy in
Biotechnology & Bioinnovation
Name of Degree: Doctor of Philosophy (Biotechnology
& Bioinnovation);
Ph.D. (Biotechnology & Bioinnovation)
Three years (at least 48 credits) form Master’s degree
students
Four years (at least 72 credits) from Bachelor’s degree
students
(3.25 GPAX)
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Environmental agriculture
• land clearing/deforestation
issue
• Biodiversity extinction

Human
health

Societal
challenges

• type II diabetes
• coronary heart disease
• cancer
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search and discovery of commercially
significant natural products

Rapid changing in economy &
environmental situation

High education
to re-think

novel antibiotic innovation

Main components:
Core Scientific Skills (Taught units)
Core Entrepreneurial Skills (Taught units)
Research Skills/Lab-based research
or industrial placement

fungal biotechnology

biofuels

Special Economic Zone
Corridor of the GMS

Sci NPU+UK curriculum

an Exit

Biotechnology
+Bio-innovation

Key areas

molecular modeling &
database mining

bioinformatics

an Exit
align with Thailand 4.0

Thailand 4.0 New S-CURVE:
Developing future industries
to achieve a leap in growth
for the Thai economy
Robotics
- Aviation & Logistics
- Biofuels and Biochemicals
- Medical Hub
- Digital
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production of crops
with novel traits

an Exit

Thailand 4.0 First S-CURVE:
Enhancing current industries
for continued growth

!! Biotech industry already
embedded in Thai enterprises
rapidly expanding &
set to continue

drug discovery &
development

engineering of plants
development of street-tolerant crop varieties

integrated using
nanosensor systems

Next-Generation Automotive
- Smart Electronics
- Affluent, Medical & Wellness Tourism
- Agriculture and Biotechnology
- Food for the Future
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Faculty of Science,
Nakhon Phanom University,
214 Moo 12, Nittayo Rd.,
Nakhon Phanom, 48000, Thailand

+66 (0)42-503776
sci.npu.ac.th
Faculty of Science
Nakhon Phanom University

